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articipation by the community in a wide range ofgovernment decision-making, including
lUlSport planning, is increasingly being recognised as important and is supported by the
ubIic sector. However, little is known about the costs of such participation from the
erspective of community groups. Ihe paper introduces the issue of the time and costs of
olllmunity participation in transport decision-making from the perspective of transport
tion groups lobbying for change. Firstly it discusses community participation in the

e.:ision-making process including the need to develop a greater understanding of the time
dresource costs of community participation in transport and environmental decision-
aking Theory and evidence on the time and costs of community participation is

l'l'VleVlIM Ihe paper then provides insights into the time and costs of transport lobbying,
on a survey of transport action groups and transport activists in Sydney. Ihe results

that time is a more significant limit to participation than money costs. But
lddltional resources may allow time commitments to be reduced and the effectiveness of
'artici:pation increased.
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Introduction

Participation by the community in a wide range of government decision-making is
increasingly being recognised as important and supported by the public sector
Community consultation on urban environment issues, including transport, is increasing
But little is known about the costs of participation from the perspective of community
groups Ihis paper focuses on the time and costs of participation through the lobbying
efforts of transport action groups and their members

Ihis paper has two broad aims: firstly to review the issue of time and costs of
community participation in transport and environment issues, and secondly, to present
insights on time and costs fiom responses to a survey of transport groups and transport
activists. Ihe paper provides a brief overview of participation in the decision-making
process including government recognition of the costs of participation, reasons for
focusing on time and costs, and a review of theory and evidence of costs and benefits
The paper then presents insights from a survey of groups and individuals on the
constraints on community participation

Commnnity participation in decision-making: the government perspective

Ihe NSW state government has a strong commitment to community participation in
decision-making The introduction to a recent Discussion Paper prepared for the Cabinet
Office, titled Participation and the NSW Policy Process (Byrne and Davis 1998), refers
to the NSW Social Justice Directions Statement released in October 1996, Ihe social
justice strategy has four interrelated principles of equity, access, participation and
rights, It includes a commitment to ensure that people have belter opportunities for
genuine participation and consultation about decisions affecting their lives

Ihere are many different types of community participation and involvement in the
decision-making process The Discussion Paper argues that "participation" has
competing definitions. In a spectrum of meaning, key types of participation include
participation as consultation, as partnership, as standing and as customer choice (Byme
and Davis 1998). Ihe current participation practices of different NSW government
agencies are outlined in an Appendix to the Discussion! Paper For instance, the NSW
Department of I ransport has several Ministerial Advisory Councils including the Public
I ransport Authority with government and industry representatives, the Public
I ransport Advisory Council, with a range of community representatives, and the
I ransport Safety Advisory Committee Ihe Department also conducts a range ofad hoc
consultation activities to liaise with communities on specific projects and issues, The
NSW Roads and Iraffic Authority (RIA) is also noted as having a number of advisory
councils, including the Roads and Traffic Advisory Council, a peak stakeholder group

Community consultation is an increasingly common element of transport planning
Hannaford and Cole-Edelstein (1998) discuss examples of involving local communities in
the planning and operation of transport projects including bicycle plans, RIA road
projects, the upgrading of Coffs Harbour airport, the Parramatta ferry service, and
strategic land use plans, Ihe RIA has recently released an internal manual to provide
guidance to staff on the practice ofcommunity involvement (RTA 1998)
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Government recognition ofcosts ofparticipation

there is general reference to the costs of participation in the Cabinet Office
Di"cussi'lll Paper (Byme and Davis 1998), there is less recognition of how costs eau

limit effective participation" References to costs include:
Participation can be resource intensive for both government and non-government
participants (p, 8)
Non~government organisations also contribute substantially from their own resources 
time, expertise, work foregone in another area and direct outlays for attendance and transport
(p. 45)

is also recognition that resources affect the nature ofparticipation:
People who are struggling to make ends meet or who fuce disadvantages of race, language
or disability fmd it difficult to participate fully in community life without some special
effort to involve them (p, 11)
The technique of relying on written submissions., favours the articulate and those with
sufficient resources to prepare detailed analysis and documentation (p, 24)
Public hearings favour those with the resources and expertise to make a case (p, 24)

Go,velrnrnellt recognition of the costs of participation can be seen through funding of
groups, individual agency initiatives, funding for representation, and through

leg:isl,lti\'e limits on costs of information The NSW govermnent provides some support
thr,oug:h grants to volunteer community groups, usually to peak groups representing

groups with community and enviromnental interests The federal govermnent
prc)vi,les similar grants. The State Rail Authority also funds commuter associations to
represent the views of commuters, and provide advice on plauning and operational

Local councils may also provide support to local groups

NSW Premier's Department has a policy on remuneration for participation on
advisory bodies and committees, based on a four-tier structure of groups, which

include travelling and/or sitting fees The lowest tier, Group 4, includes advisory
bodies such as the Department of Transport's Public Transport Advisory Council

community representatives would be entitled to fees However, entitlements to
are not always well-publicised to representatives, and the ease of claiming sitting

and travelling fees eau vary by agency.. Some agencies also have informal policies on
costs to assist participation The RIA may pay travel and other costs to assist

pm:ticipa.tion in committees other than the high level committees which are covered
under the Premier's remuneration structure,

cost of information can affect participation, and there are legislative limits to ensure
a~~~~~:e;a~~cc~ess to information such as Enviromnental Impact Statements The NSW
E Plauning and Assessment Act states that copies of an Enviromnental

Statement may be sold by a consent authority to any member of the public for
more than $25 per copy, to ensure accessibility But this may be eroded by the

prc)dllcti.on and sale of numerous working papers and supporting documents which
prc,vi,!e important detail

technology is being used to ensure distribution and access to material For instance,
Public Iransport Advisory Council's light Rail Strategic Plan was available on the

DepaItment of Iransport's web site. However, the effectiveness of this is
questiionable, as it is difficult to read documents on screen, and it can be expensive and
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difficult to print out documents. Connection and on-line costs to the Internet
particularly for home users, are likely to be more expensive than accessing the printed
and conveniently bound versions of the documents

Calling for submissions is a common element of participation. The government does not
reimburse the public for the costs of making submissions. The NSW Department of
Transport's Call for Alternative Transport Suggestions to the Pallamatta Rail link in
September 1998 (NSW DoT 1998) specifically states that "persons making submissions
as part of the process do so at their own cost and the Government has no obligation to
negotiate, deal with any persons or pay any costs to any person in relation to
submissions"

Focusing on time and costs

There are several reasons for developing a greater understanding ofthe time and resource
costs of community participation in transport and environmental decision-making
These include:

To exanrine whether costs constrain participation, and limit effective involvement
Io provide directions so the govermnent can adequately support participation
To extend existing methods for valuing urban environmental amenity.

Constraints on participation

It has been assumed that the main constraint on participation has been the community's
access to information or lack of knowledge Many consultation exercises have focused
on providing information in a range of formats and media to reach the community, as
discussed in Hamraford and Cole-Edelstein (I998}. However, it may be that the most
siguificant constraint on participation is not knowledge, but rather the time and
resources required for participation. These constraints are inter-related: for instance,
time and costs are incurred in attending a public meeting to access information Ihese
constraints may be the most effective barriers to participdtion

Directions for government action

The government has a commitment to increased participation, but there is a question as
to how to most effectively support groups and individuals. As noted in the Discussion
Paper, although there is recoguition of limits to participation, there is little
understanding of how these limits can be overcome. Information on the relative impacts
of time and costs, both money and non-monetary costs, on participation will enable the
govermnent to provide more efficient assistance to groups and individuals to support
their participation

The Cabinet Office Discussion Paper (Byrne and Davis 1998) provides some
suggestions on govermnent support for community participation, particularly the need
for fimding:
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Benefits of pmticipation

Prestby et at (1990) note that the "bulk of the resemch examining benefits and costs of
voluntary organisation participation has focused on the types of benefits received" A
typology of benefits developed by Clmk and Wilson (1961, cited in Prestby et at 1990)
includes:

• Material benefits which refer to tangible rewmds which can be translated into
monelaIy value and include wages, increased property value and information,
Solidary benefits which are Imgely derived from social interactions and include
socialising, status, group identification and recognition, and
Purpo.sive benefits which are derived from suprapersonal goals of the organisation
and include bettering the community, doing one's civic duty and fulfilling a sense of
responsibility

Costs of pmticipation

Prestby et at (1990) note that "despite their importance in the social exchange/political
economy model, only a few studies have exaInined the costs of voluntary organisation
participation and no studies have constructed a typology of costs similm to Clark and
Wilson's incentive model" Prestby et al (1990) summmise research on costs as follows:

Material/personal costs such as time, effort and giving up personal/fmnily matters;
skills and knowledge, and financial sacrifices,
Solidary costs such as interpersonal conflict, lack of social support, and lack of
others' participation or interest in the organisation, and

• Purposive and organisational costs such as lack of organisational progress,
disagreement with organisational goals/activities, and scheduling and communication
failures

Relationship between costs and benefits

The costs of pmticipation in community groups may bJ high for individuals, but so are
the potential benefits, Hedonic price studies reveal the impact of different levels of
environmental amenity and changes in amenity on property prices" Residential property
prices reflect the level of mnenity of a location, which can be affected by the location of
urban infrastructru'e such as transport (roads, airports) and waste disposal facilities, and
urban services such as housing for disadvantaged groups

Hedonic price studies reveal the impact of transport infrastructrue such as roads and
airports on property prices (Nelson 1980, Nelson 1982) However, the impact of
transport infrastructure on property prices can be both positive and negative, Analysis
of impacts must distinguish between the negative impacts of noise and pollution, and
the positive impacts of accessibility. In the case of an airport, closeness provides
accessibility to employment opportunities,
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Prestby et at (1990) note that in the only study that directly assessed the ratio of
pmticipants' benefits and costs, Friedmann et al (1988) reported that the most active
participants (leaders) viewed benefits as equal to costs and less active participants
(members) perceived benefits as higher than the costs.

Empirical evidence oftime and costs ofcommunity pmticipation

While there has been much discussion and recognition of the costs of pmticipation, there
have been few empirical studies quantifYing time and resource costs.. Ihe Australian
Bureau of Statistics swvey on volunteer work conducted in 1995 (ABS 1996) provides
some indication of the time and costs of community pmticipation Ihe survey
quantified time inputs, but not money costs Ihe swvey found that 19% of Australians
(aged 15 yems and over) provided some form ofvoluntmy work through an organisation
during the 12 months ended June 1995. Less than 4% of the volunteers worked in the
field of protecting the environment/animal welfare (grouped together by ABS). Ihe
median hours worked by individual volunteers in this field was 42 hows per yem .. In
terms of activity, 8% of all volunteers were involved in lobbying/advocacy/policy
research and less than 6% were involved in protecting the environment

The ABS survey sought volunteers' concerns about aspects of their voluntary work by
type of activity Of volunteers working in the activity of lobbying/advocacy/policy
resemcb, 32% had concerns about the amount of time required (the highest proportion
from amongst 19 activities), and 22% had concerns about costs, again the highest
proportion of any activity.. Of volunteers working in the activity of protecting the
environment, 23% had concerns about the amount of time required, and 20% had
concerns about costs

calls and travel costs were the expenses most often cited by all volunteers, each
incurred by 44% of all volunteers Only 22% of these volunteers had reimbursement of
phone calls available, and 15% had reimbursement of travel costs available. Postage was
the next most frequently cited expense, incurred by 18% of volunteers.. Actual expenses
in"urred were not sought in the survey.

indicator of voluntmy support for the environment is an ABS swvey
corlducted in 1992 (ABS 1993) which found that 28% of people had donated time or

to an activity that helps protect the environment and 6% of people belonged to a
group whose main activity was protection of the environment, of whom 82% had made

donation

is reported on the resource costs of community participation.. In discussing the
costs of challenging developments through the legal system based on a case study

the Blue Mountains, Ionkin (1995) notes that the legal system "potentially
di"advmlla:ges groups lacking the appropriate economic and cultural resources for legal

especially when community action groups cannot obtain legal aid" Even if
can afford their own legal costs, they may have to provide a gumantee that they

can meet the opposing side's costs, if costs were awarded against them, before the case
proceed
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Community action groups and transport conflict

Recent Australian research on community groups includes a study of the nature, number
and distribution of resident action groups in Sydney (Costello and Dunn 1994), and a
study of the nature of locational conflict or conflict between land uses in Sydney and
Melbomne (Humphreys and Walmsley 1991). These studies did not focus on the inputs
to community groups in terms oftime and resources

Costello and Dunn (1994) smveyed local councils in 1991 to establish the number of
resident action groups (RAGs) in each LGA throughout Sydney. The smvey revealed
that there had been at least 431 RAGs throughout metropolitan Sydney prior to mid
1991. Key findings were that RAGs have become more widespread during the 1980s,
that there appears to have been rapid growth in community activism in western Sydney
with between 6 and 18 RAGs forming in most western and south-western Sydney
L GAs since 1988 alone, and that the issues around which RAGs form differ according to
location Ofthe 431 known RAGs, 33 were formed around traffic concerns including 25
in Inner Sydney, 7 in Middle Sydney and I in Outer Sydney. Costello and Dunn (1994)
report that their fmdings support those of Humphreys and Walmsley (1991) that
locational conflict is less socially and spatially lintited than the literature snggests.

Empirical study: transport action gmups and activists

To gather information on the time and costs of community participation and lobbying in
transport decision-making, a survey of transport groups and transport activists was
undertaken.

Defrning the sample

The frrst stage of the research was defining the sample of transport action groups A
transport action group was defrned as a community-b,,!,ed, volunteer group whose main
pmpose is lobbying on transport issues, with no paid employees Key contacts from
peak or umbrella groups were frrst used to generate the names and phone numbers of
other contacts and groups, in a snowball technique.. There were several difficulties in
identifYing the total number ofgroups including: groups no longer active or in existence,
overlapping groups, and groups in which transport was not the main focus of interest,
but transport issues were relevant such as bushland and conservation societies and
progress associations

Three types of lIansport groups involved in lobbying for lIansport change were
surveyed:

1 Transport action groups, including location-specifrc and single-issue groups These
were mostly contacted by phone to seek participation before mailing out a survey

2 Bicycle user groups. The names and phone numbers of bicycle user groups were
available from Bicycle NSW's web site. Surveys were mailed out to those bicycle
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Survey limitations relate to the sample including identifying the relevant sample of
transport groups, and targeting of office-bearers By targeting active members such as
office-bearers, time and costs will be at the higher end of the range To understand how
costs limit participation, it would also be necessary to sample non-participants It is
difficult to predict the direction of bias in time and cost averages arising from non
response Busy people may be too busy to respond, or alternatively full-time activists
may be more likely to respond because they do have the time Transport activists who
do not work through a group are not represented, since all individual surveys were
distributed through a group contact. There may also be a tendency for people to Over
state time and costs to demonstrate their commitment to transport work

The benefits and pitfalls of research with community organisations are discussed by
Perkins and Wandersman (1990) based on experiences with working with block
associations in New York as part of the Block Booster project. Due to the experiences
of some activists with government authorities, there is some wariness about revealing
information Therefore this may have affected responses

Transport action groups: time and costs

Characteristics of transport groups

Of the 26 groups, only four groups (all general groups) were incorporated as an
association, while the others reported no formal legal stmctur'e, although some had links
to umbrella groups such as Bicycle NSW or the NSW Commuter Council, and 16 groups
had a bank account in the group name While a quarter had been in existence for over 20
years, five groups were formed as recently as 1997. Membership ranged in size from
less than 10 to over 100 members. As might be expected, the smaller the group, the
higher the proportion of active members. Two-thirds of the groups had an interest in a
specific region of Sydney, while the others had interests across Sydney or a wider area

Income and expenses

Of the 26 groups, a quarter reported no income (fnostly commuter groups), half
reported income under $1,000 and a quarter reported income of more than $1,000 Of
the groups with income, the number of sources of income ranged from one to four Ihe
most frequently cited source of income was donations from members (14 groups), with
other sources including membership fees (9 groups) and fund-raising (7 groups). Annual
membership fees for an individual ranged from $2 to $15 In terms of income relative to
expenses, II groups reported that expenses were the same as income, and 8 groups that
expenses were less than income

Groups were asked to indicate their five most significant costs The most frequently
cited broad category of costs was communication expenses such as stationery, printing,
phone, postage and photocopying, making up half of the 83 responses.. Other costs
included hire of equipment and transport (9 responses), programs and activities (7
responses), insurance, and advertising and promotions. In the past year, II groups had
spent money on research and information, and 8 on holding public meetings Only one
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household income as being low income, less than half as middle income and 10% as high
income I wo-thirds owned their own home outright 30% of respondents had children
under 18 years living in the household

*Mean time excludes highest outlier from bicycle and commute: groups
**Mean costs excludes one outHer from general group

Ihe activities undertaken by respondents are shown in I able 4 For most activities, the
median time spent in each activity was approximately 2 to 3 hows per month

89%
82%
81%
73%
69%
55%
100%

$96 34
$95 10
$42 12
$84 56
$26 57

Costs of
tr'anspol't wOl'k**
Mean $ N

55
51
50
45
43
34
62

Respondents reporting
time in the activity

Number %

988

43 hrs 38
10 hrs 9
22 hrs 12
33 hrs 59
19hrs 61

Time in
transport work*

Mean hrs N

Respondents' awareness of time and costs of their transport work

Mean time and costs by group membership

Activities of respondents

Tahle 2

Iable 4

Table 3

Group membel'Ship
of activists

Degree of awal'eness Time Costs

Number % Number %
Vetyaware 33 53% 19 31%
Sonie idea 24 39% 30 48%
No idea 5 8% 12 19%
Total respondents 62 100% 62 100%

General group
Bicycle group
Commuter group
Iotal
Median

Activity

Over half the respondents were very aware of the time they spend in their transport
work, with over a third having some idea of the time (Iable 2) Ihe median total time
spent in transport work was 19 hows per month. Even excluding two extreme outliers
the mean time at 33 hows was considerably higher than the median, reflecting eigh;
respondents working more than 90 hows a month Ihere was marked variation in mean
time by group type, with respondents in bicycle and commuter groups spending less
time than respondents in other groups (Iable 3)

Daniels

Attending own group meetings
Writing letters and submissions
Contacting people
Attending other group meetings
Doing research
Internal group business
Total respondents
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As would be expected, there were variations by employment status and household
income Almost all those in full-time employment (25 out of 2 7) agreed that time Was a
significant limitation compared to only a third of those retired hom work (6 of 18) Half
of the low income respondents reported that costs were a significant limitation
compared to less than one in ten of the middle or high income earners Apart from time
and cost, other limitations on uansport work cited by respondents included lack of
community participation, lack of information and access to information and no previous
experience ,

Ihe importance of time as a consuaint on participation was also shown by responses to
the five most significant non-money costs of transport work. Over half of all responses
referred to time, either time in general, work time or social time, The next most
fiequently cited non-monetary costs were family suess and personal stress Other costs
included energy, group conflict, uavelling, and professional risks to people employed in
transport

Impact on paid employment is another measure of the costs of participation.. Of the
respondents in full-time and part-time paid employment, over 40% reported that their
transport work had affected their paid employment, ranging from affecting their work
performance, taking leave to do uansport work, impact on their self-employed earnings,
and demotion or loss ofposition

One third ofrespondents agreed that with more money, they could reduce the time they
spent in their uansport work (Iable 8) However fo~ others, exua money would enable
them to achieve more in the time they allocate to transport work Half of the
respondents agreed that exl1a resources would improve the effectiveness of their
transport work. Extra resomces could be used to pay specialists such as lobbyists,
researchers, and consultants, and also clerical stafl. Other uses include paying for a
media monitor service, attending seminars and conferences, advertising, membership
drives, and provision of shar'ed offices and facilities Extra resources would also allow
less time to be spent in fundraising .. There were some opposing views on the value of
exua resomces, with respondents commenting that they are paid enough to do transport
work voluntarily, and that transport activists need to be more efficient, and know how
to use their time wisely

Ihe quarter of respondents in I able 8 who indicated that extra resomces would not help
may be due to the significant role of other factors in determining the outcomes of
transport work noted by respondents such as community apathy, media interest, the
attitude of politicians and bureaucrats, and the nature of the planning processes
including environmental impact assessment

42
19

62*

Iotal
36
9

45

Costs are
not significant

6
10
16

Costs are
significant

Respondents reporting time and costs as significant limitationslable 7

Daniel,

Limitations on
transport work

Time is significant
lime is not significant
Iotal

*includes one no response



Transport action group.s

Impact of extra resources on time and effectiveness of transport

Would extra resources improve effectiveness?

Yes No No res onse Iotal
14 I 4 19
17 14 8 39
I 3 4

32 15 15 62

he concern raised about time in a detailed response fiom one group was the
dispersion of representation avenues", referring to the nwnber of groups, committees,
d.Jorums that now exist, particularly in public transport While this reflects an
creased interest in public transport, it also raises the question of efficient use of

Qmmunity representatives' time. Dispersion of representation avenues is indicated by
ooking at the number of other groups respondents are involved in, and their
presentation duties. For instrmce, two-thirds of respondents were also members of
her groups involved in transport issues, and over three-quarters of respondents
Presented their group or transport interests as a member or delegate to a coalition
oup; state or local government committee, or a one-off specific issue committee

iansport work as a measure ofconcern for the environment

ouse time and costs of volunteer work as a measme of concern for the environment,
d a potential valuation method, it is important to know whether transport work is a
bstitute for paid work, "leisure" time or a combination. In response to a question on
hat they would most likely be doing if they were not doing transport work, over a
harter of respondents mentioned multiple pursuits (excluding paid work) and another
harter of respondents mentioned more time on paid work, either singly or with other
hrsuits Other respondents cited more time with family, and social or recreational
tivities alone Over 10% ofrespondents said they would do other community-basedi
ork

~ survey of both transport groups and transport activists provides insights into the
rWand costs oflobbying for transport change. Not unexpectedly, a significant issue is
me. Transport groups reported that time is the most significant !innt to their transport
?rk, rather than financial costs.. It was also clear from the survey of activists that time
as the most significant limit to individnals' work Activists face a heavy burden in

"l1lls of time and costs in participating in tr ansport decision-making through their
bbying work Strategies to support and increase participation may need to focus on
'e constraints, rather than reducing costs, while recognising the two are closely
lated. Additional resources may allow time commitments to be reduced, and the
ectiveness of participation increased Ihe public sector needs to recognise the time

of community representation in multiple forums
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value urban environmental amenity
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